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Abstract
We prove that if X is a (nite code and s is an in(nite word with 3 X -factorizations, then the
rank r(X ) of X is at most |X | − 2. More generally, if X belongs to a certain family of codes
and s has l¿ 2 X -factorizations, then the rank is at most |X |− l+1. c© 2002 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The Defect Theorem is one of the basic results in Combinatorics of words. It states
that if a set X of n words is not a code, then these words can be expressed simulta-
neously as products of at most n− 1 words [1, 10]. This defect e8ect still holds when
X is not an !-code, that is when an in(nite (instead of (nite) word is ambiguously
factorized over X [9]. An extension of the Defect Theorem also exists for bi-in(nite
words [8] and a generalization to (nite and in(nite trees is proved in [12, 13].
The goal of this paper is to study the conditions which imply a cumulative defect
l¿2 instead of a defect 1, i.e. the words of the set X can be expressed as products
of at most n− l words. Very few results exist in this direction.
The (rst result to our knowledge is the following: if X is a (nite code such that
neither X nor its mirror X˜ is an !-code, then the defect is 2. In particular, if X is a
code with three elements, then necessarily X or X˜ is an !-code. The proof is given
in [4]; it is strongly based on the material developed in [5, 6]. One (nds a presentation
of these deep results in Chapter 6 of [11].
A second result appears in [7]. It states that if X is a (nite pre(x code, then the
existence of a non-periodic bi-in(nite word with 3 disjoint X -factorizations implies a
defect of 2. Note that the previous result of Honkala can be reformulated in a similar
form: for (nite codes X , a defect of 2 appears if there exist a right-in(nite word and
a left-in(nite word both having 2 distinct X -factorizations.
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Here we obtain a result in the same vein: if X is a (nite code, a defect of 2 happens
under the existence of a right-in(nite word with three X -factorizations. More generally,
we propose conditions such that a defect of l holds if there exists a right-in(nite word
with l+1 X -factorizations. These conditions are imposed to the dependency graph GX
of the set X , a notion introduced in [3]. The number of connected components of GX
is directed related to the defect of X . As already observed in [7], it turns out that this
graph is an interesting tool to study the defect.
The paper is organized in the following way: Section 2 collects the basic concepts of
code, defect and rank. The notion of dependency graph is also introduced. In Section 3,
a class G of particular dependency graphs is de(ned and studied. Finite codes X having
their dependency graph GX in G satisfy a nice combinatorial property which generalizes
a property of three-element codes presented in [5, 6]. For three-element codes X , there
exists at most one in(nite word ambiguously factorized over X . For graphs GX in G, the
same property of unicity is observed for each connected component of GX . The proofs
that we give are inspired by the techniques developed in [11, Chapter 6]. Section 4
contains our main results about the cumulative defect. We complete the paper with a
conclusion.
2. Rank of a nite set
In this section, we recall the properties of the rank r(X ) of a (nite set X and the
related graph GX , as discussed in Chapter 6 of [11] (see also [2] or [1]). We also (x
our notation.
Given a set X over a (nite alphabet A, given a (nite word s∈A∗, a sequence
(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) of words of X is called an X -factorization of s if s= x1x2 : : : xn. The set
X is a code if any s∈A∗ has at most one X -factorization.
If X ⊆Y ∗ with Y a code, then Y can be viewed as an alphabet for X since any
x∈X has a unique Y -factorization. The notation AlphY (X ) naturally means the set of
words of Y appearing in the Y -factorization of the elements of X . In the same way,
the notation FirstY (X ) means the set of all y1 such that there exists a Y -factorization
(y1; y2; : : : ; yn) of some x∈X . We simply write Alph(X ), First(X ) when Y =A, and
First(x) when X = {x}.
Let us go further. Suppose that X ⊆Y ∗ with Y a code and AlphY (X )=Y . Let B be
an alphabet in bijection ’ with Y such that ’(B)=Y . Replace any y appearing in the
Y -factorization of x∈X by b=’−1(y). We get a set X ′ over B such that X =’(X ′).
The notation X =Y ◦’ X ′ or X =Y ◦X ′ is often used, with the operation ◦ being called
composition.
Let X be a set and s∈A! be an in(nite word. We also call X -factorization of s any
sequence (x1; x2; : : : ; xn; : : :) such that s= x1x2 : : : xn : : : . We say that X is an !-code if
any s∈A! has at most one X -factorization. Any !-code is a code, and the composition
Y ◦ X ′ of two codes (resp. !-codes) Y and X ′ is still a code (resp. !-code).
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The dependency graph GX of a set X is de(ned as an undirected graph with X
as set of vertices and with edges (x; x′)∈X ×X whenever there exists s∈X! with
two X -factorizations (x; y1; y2 : : :) and (x′; y′1; y
′
2; : : :). In other words, there exists an
edge (x; x′) in GX if and only if xX ! ∩ x′X! 	= ∅. We also use the notation x FX x′.
As usual, a connected component of the graph GX is a subset of X of maximal
size such that any pair (x; x′) of vertices is connected by a path. Sometimes we also
call “connected component” the induced subgraph. We denote by c(X ) the number of
connected components of GX . Note that the set X is an !-code if and only if the
related graph GX has no edge, that is, each connected component is a singleton.
The rank r(X ) of a (nite set X considered in this paper is de(ned as follows. It uses
the notion of 0nitary binoid M which is a set M =Y∞=Y ∗ ∪Y! such that Y ⊆A+ is
a set of 0nite words. Any (nitary binoid has a unique minimal generating set (which
is equal to the minimal generating set of M ∩A∗). When its minimal generating set is
an !-code, the (nitary binoid is called free.
The !-free hull of X ⊆A+ is the smallest free (nitary binoid of A∞ which con-
tains X . In particular the minimal generating set Y of the !-free hull is an !-code.
When X is (nite, Y is also (nite and the rank r(X ) of X is de(ned as the cardinality
|Y | of Y . We recall the well-known Defect Theorem
Theorem 2.1. Let X ⊆A+ be a 0nite set. If X is not an !-code; then
r(X )6 |X | − 1:
Moreover; if Y is the minimal generating set of the !-free hull of X; then X ⊆Y ∗
and AlphY (X )=FirstY (X )=Y .
This latter property thus implies that X =Y ◦X ′ for some set X ′ (see above).
The next proposition states an interesting link between the rank r(X ) and the number
c(X ) of connected components of GX .
Proposition 2.2. Let X be a 0nite set which is not an !-code. Then
r(X )6 c(X )6 |X | − 1:
Example 2.3. The code X = {a; aabcd ; ab; bc; (cdab)2; (dabc)2} has a graph GX with 4
connected components equal to {a; aabcd ; ab}, {bc}, {(cdab)2} and {(dabc)2}. Indeed
a FX aabcd since the word s= a(abcd)! has 2 X -factorizations, a FX ab since the word
s′=(abcd)! has 2 X -factorizations. The rank r(X ) is equal to 4 because the minimal
generating set of the !-free hull of X is equal to {a; b; c; d}.
Example 2.4. The graph GX of the code X = {ba; bab; (bcba)2; (cbab)2; abc} has 4
connected components, namely {ba; bab}, {(bcba)2}, {(cbab)2} and {abc}. We have
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ba FX bab since the word ba(bcba)! has 2 X -factorizations. The minimal generating
set of the !-free hull of X is equal to {a; b; c}, showing that r(X )= 3.
We conclude this section with a few notations. As usual, for two words u and v,
u6v means that u is a pre(x of v, u¡v means that u is a proper pre(x of v. We say
that u, v are incomparable if neither u6v nor v6u. We denote by u∧ v the common
pre(x of u and v. The set of pre(xes of words of X is denoted by Pref (X ). For
two words x; x′ of X , we denote by Ambx; x′ the set Pref (xX !)∩Pref (x′X!) of words
ambiguously covered by two X -factorizations beginning with x, x′, respectively. Note
that if the graph GX contains an edge (x; x′), then Ambx; x′ contains an in(nite word s
with two X -factorizations (x; y1; y2; : : :), (x′; y′1; y
′
2; : : :).
3. Properties of the dependency graph
Let X be a (nite code. In this section, we suppose that its graph GX belongs to the
class G de(ned as follows:
Denition 3.1. The graph GX of a (nite code X belongs to the class G if and only if
1. for any x; x′ ∈X , if First(x)=First(x′) then x; x′ belong to the same connected
component of GX ,
2. Any connected component Z of GX is cyclic.
A connected component Z is cyclic if for any two pairs y FX y′ and z FX z′ of Z ,
there exists an elementary cycle of Z containing both pairs. For instance, the connected
component {a; aabcd ; ab} of Example 2.3 is not cyclic since a FX aabcd , a FX ab but
not ab FX aabcd .
The next theorem states a nice combinatorial property of in(nite words with two
X -factorizations. It generalizes a property observed by KarhumOaki for three-element
codes [5, 6].
Theorem 3.2. Let X be a 0nite code such that its graph GX belongs to G. Then for
any connected component Z of GX of size at least 2; there exists a unique word
Z ∈A! such that
Pref (Z) = Amby;y′
for all y; y′ ∈Z such that y FX y′.
The proof of this result uses techniques presented in [11, Chapter 6]. It is based on
two lemmas. We denote by Y the union of the connected components Z of GX of size
at least 2.
Lemma 3.3. Let u; u′ ∈A∞ be a pair of incomparable words.
1: If u; u′ ∈Pref (yX!) for some y∈Y; then u∧ u′ ∈yX ∗.
2: If u∈Pref (yX!) and u′ ∈Pref (y′X!) for some y; y′ ∈Y; y 	=y′; then u∧ u′ ∈X ∗.
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Proof. De(ne A as the set of pairs (u; u′) of incomparable words such that for some
y∈Y ,
u; u′ ∈ Pref (yX!) and u ∧ u′ 	∈ yX ∗:
De(ne B as the set of pairs (u; u′) of incomparable words such that for some y; y′ ∈Y ,
y 	=y′,
u ∈ Pref (yX!); u′ ∈ Pref (y′X!) and u ∧ u′ 	∈ X ∗:
We have to show that both sets A and B are empty.
(a) Let us prove that if (u; u′)∈A, then there exists (v; v′)∈B such that |v∧ v′|¡
|u∧ u′|.
Let y∈Y such that u; u′ ∈Pref (yX!) and u∧ u′ 	∈yX ∗. Without loss of generality,
we can suppose that u; u′ are (nite words. Thus, there exist x1; : : : ; xn; x′1; : : : ; x
′
m ∈X ,
n; m¿1 such that
yx1 : : : xn−1 ¡ u6 yx1 : : : xn;
yx′1 : : : x
′
m−1 ¡ u
′ 6 yx′1 : : : x
′
m:
Let i be maximum such that xj = x′j for all j∈{1; : : : ; i}. De(ne z=yx1 : : : xi. Then
z6u∧ u′. As u∧ u′ 	∈yX ∗, z is a proper pre(x of u∧ u′. Consider the words xi+1 	= x′i+1.
It follows that First(xi+1)=First(x′i+1) and then xi+1; x
′
i+1 ∈Y since GX ∈G. Therefore
the thesis holds with the pair (v; v′) equal to (z−1u; z−1u′) (see Fig. 1).
(b) Let us prove that if (u; u′)∈B, then there exists (v; v′)∈A such that |v∧ v′|6
|u∧ u′|.
Let y; y′ ∈Y , y 	=y′, such that u∈Pref (yX!), u′ ∈Pref (y′X!) and u∧ u′ 	∈X ∗. Thus
the word u∧ u′ is not empty and First(y)=First(y′). As GX ∈G, y and y′ are in
the same connected component of GX , i.e., there exist n¿2 pairwise distinct words
y1; : : : ; yn ∈Y such that y=y1 FX y2, y2 FX y3; : : : ; yn−1 FX yn=y′. For any pair
yi FX yi+1, let i; i+1 ∈A! be a word in Ambyi;yi+1 . Denote by t the word
t =
∧
i∈{1;:::;n−1}
i;i+1:
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The word t is either (nite or in(nite. It can be incomparable with u∧ u′, or pre(x of
u∧ u′, or u∧ u′ can be a proper pre(x of t.
Suppose that t and u∧ u′ are incomparable (see Fig. 2). In this case, we prove that
the pair (v; v′)= (t; u∧ u′) belongs to A. Of course |v∧ v′|6|u∧ u′|. Since y is a pre(x
of 1;2, v∈Pref (yX!). Since u∈Pref (yX!), we also have v′ ∈Pref (yX!). Similarly,
v∈Pref (y′X!) since y′ is pre(x of n−1; n and v′ ∈Pref (y′X!) since u′ ∈Pref (y′X!).
Finally, the word v∧ v′ cannot belong to both yX ∗ and y′X ∗ because X is a code.
Suppose now that u∧ u′ is a proper pre(x of t. It follows that either u∧ u′= u∧ t
or u∧ u′= t ∧ u′. Without loss of generality, we can only consider the (rst case (see
Fig. 3). The pair (u; t) belongs to A. Indeed, u∈Pref (yX!), t ∈Pref (yX!) (since y
is pre(x of 1;2) and u∧ t= u∧ u′ 	∈X ∗.
It remains to consider the case t6u∧ u′. In particular, t is a (nite word and n¿3.
Let a be a letter such that ta¡j; j+1 for some j∈{1; : : : ; n − 1}. De(ne the subset I
of {1; : : : ; n−1} of indices i such that ta¡i; i+1. De(ne I ′ as the set {1; : : : ; n−1}\ I .
Both sets I and I ′ are not empty. Moreover, there exists i∈{2; : : : ; n − 1} such that
i−1∈ I and i∈ I ′, or i−1∈ I ′ and i∈ I . Thus t is equal to i−1; i ∧ i; i+1 and the word
yi which is pre(x of i−1; i and i; i+1 is also pre(x of t.
If t= u∧ u′, the pair (v; v′)= (i−1; i ; i; i+1) belongs to A since v; v′ ∈Pref (yiX !) and
v∧ v′= t= u∧ u′ 	∈yiX ∗ (see Fig. 4). Consider now the case t¡u∧ u′. In the previous
de(nition of the letter a, we choose a in such a way that tau∧ u′ (this is always
possible). If t 	∈yiX ∗, the pair (v; v′) as de(ned previously belongs to A. So assume
that t ∈yiX ∗ (see Fig. 5). If the index 1 belongs to I , then ta is pre(x of 1;2. By def-
inition of a, ta is not a pre(x of u∧ u′. Thus t= u∧ 1;2. Consider the pair (v; v′) equal
to (u; 1;2). Thus v; v′ ∈Pref (yX!) (recall that y1 =y). It is impossible that t ∈yX ∗
because X is a code and t ∈yiX ∗ with i∈{2; : : : ; n − 1}. Therefore (v; v′)∈A. The
same argument holds if the index n−1 belongs to I (recall that yn=y′). The remaining
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case 1; n− 1∈ I ′ is solved similarly. Indeed, one checks that there exists another index
i′ ∈{2; : : : ; n−1} with a behavior identical to i, i.e., i′ 	= i satis(es i′−1∈ I and i′ ∈ I ′,
or i′ − 1∈ I ′ and i′ ∈ I . The word yi′ is treated as yi. But now t 	∈yi′X ∗ because
t ∈yiX ∗ and X is a code. The conclusion follows.
(c) We complete the proof. If A is not empty, there is a pair (u; u′) in A with
a minimal length |u∧ u′|. Apply (a) and then (b) to this pair. We obtain a new pair
(v; v′) in A such that |v∧ v′|¡|u∧ u′|. This is impossible. A similar argument shows
that B is empty.
Lemma 3.4. Let y; y′ ∈Y such that y FX y′. Then there exists a unique word y;y′ ∈
A! such that
Pref (y;y′) = Amby;y′ :
Proof. Assume the contrary: there exist two incomparable words u; u′ such that u; u′ ∈
Amby;y′ . Since X is a code, u∧ u′ 	∈yX ∗ or u∧ u′ 	∈y′X ∗. In both cases, we get a
contradiction with Lemma 3.3, part 1.
Note that Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 only require the (rst condition of De(nition 3.1. The
proof of Theorem 3.2 will also require the second condition.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Assume the contrary. Hence the word
t =
∧
y;y′∈Z;yFXy′
y;y′
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is (nite. Let y; y′; z; z′ ∈Z , with y FX y′ and z FX z′ such that t= y;y′ ∧ z; z′ . As
GX ∈G, there exist n¿3 pairwise distinct words y1; y2; : : : ; yn in Z such that y1 FX y2;
y2 FX y3; : : : ; yn−1 FX yn; yn FX y1 and for some j 	= j′ in {1; : : : ; n}; {y; y′}=
{yj; yj+1}; {z; z′}= {yj′ ; yj′+1} (n+ 1 is computed mod n).
Let a be the letter such that ta¡y;y′ . De(ne the subset I of {1; : : : ; n} of in-
dices i such that ta¡yi;yi+1 . De(ne I
′ as the set {1; : : : ; n}\ I . Hence j∈ I and j′ ∈ I ′.
One veri(es that there exist two indices i; i′ ∈{2; : : : ; n} such that i − 1∈ I; i∈ I ′ and
i′ − 1∈ I ′; i′ ∈ I (due to the existence of the cycle). Thus t= yi−1 ;yi ∧ yi;yi+1 =
yi′−1 ;yi′ ∧yi′ ;yi′+1 . By Lemma 3.3, part 1, applied to yi and then to yi′ , we get t ∈yiX ∗
and t ∈yi′X ∗. This is impossible since X is a code and i 	= i′.
The following examples show that the condition GX ∈G is necessary in the statement
of Theorem 3.2.
Example 2.3 (continued). For the code X = {a; aabcd; ab; bc; (cdab)2; (dabc)2}, the
graph GX has a connected component Z equal to {a; aabcd; ab}. The related in(nite
words s= a(abcd)! and s′=(abcd)! are distinct. The second condition in De(ni-
tion 3.1 does not hold.
Example 2.4 (continued). For the code X = {ba; bab; (bcba)2; (cbab)2; abc}, the con-
nected components of the graph GX are {ba; bab}; {(bcba)2}; {(cbab)2} and {abc}.
The (rst condition of De(nition 3.1 is not veri(ed. The pair (ba; bab) leads to two
distinct words with 2 X -factorizations: baba(bcba)! and ba(bcba)!.
The next proposition gives more precision about the structure of the in(nite word
Z . The proof is already in [5, 6].
Proposition 3.5. Let X be a 0nite code such that its graph GX belongs to G. Let Z
be a connected component of GX with a size at least 2. Then for any t ∈X+; Z 	= t!.
Proof. By hypothesis, Z has two X -factorizations, namely (z; y1; y2; : : :)
and (z′; y′1; y
′
2; : : :) which begin with distinct words z; z
′ ∈Z . As X is a (nite set,
there exists a word w∈Su8(X ) which is repeated in the following way, for some
u=y1 : : : yk ∈X ∗; v=yk+1 : : : yn ∈X+; u′=y′1 : : : y′l ∈X ∗, v′=y′l+1 : : : y′m ∈X+:
zu = z′u′w; zuv = z′u′v′w:
(see Fig. 6). It follows that zuv!= z′u′v′!. By Theorem 3.2, zuv!= Z .
Assume that Z = t! for some t= x1 : : : xr ∈X+. Either x1 	= z or x1 	= z′. Suppose
that we are in the (rst case. By replacing t and v by adequate powers, say ti; #j ∈X+,
we can make the assumption that |t|= |v| and |t|¿|zu|. Looking at Fig. 7, one sees
that the word zuv= tzu has two X -factorizations. This is impossible because X is a
code.
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4. Cumulative defect
This section contains our main results. We study the graphs GX for which the
existence of an in(nite word s with l¿2 X -factorizations leads to a cumulative defect
r(X )6|X | − l + 1. Two classes of such graphs are pointed out. The (rst class is a
subclass of G given in De(nition 3.1.
Denition 4.1. The graph GX of a (nite code X belongs to the class G1 if and only if
1. for any x; x′ ∈X , if First(x)=First(x′) then x; x′ belong to the same connected com-
ponent of GX ,
2. any connected component of GX is cyclic,
3. GX has at most one connected component of size ¿2.
Theorem 4.2. Let X be a 0nite code with a graph GX belonging to the class G1. If
there exists a word s∈A! with l¿2 distinct X -factorizations; then
r(X )6 |X | − l+ 1:
Proof. Assume that r(X )¿|X | − l + 1. Since r(X )6c(X ) and GX ∈G1, we have
|Z |6l − 1 where Z is the connected component of GX which is not a singleton.
Denote by
fi = (xi1; x
i
2; : : : ; x
i
n; : : :); i ∈ {1; : : : ; l};
the l distinct X -factorizations of s. For any pair i 	= j in {1; : : : ; l}, there exists n= n(i; j)
¿1 such that
xi1 = x
j
1; : : : ; x
i
n−1 = x
j
n−1 and x
i
n 	= xjn:
Hence xin FX x
j
n and then xin; x
j
n ∈Z . So, if there exists m such that m= n(i; j) for all
i 	= j in {1; : : : ; l}, we get a contradiction with |Z |6l − 1. It follows that there exist
three elements i; j; k in {1; : : : ; l} such that n(i; j)¡n(j; k) (see Fig. 8). Consider the
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pre(xes u= xi1x
i
2 : : : x
i
n(i; j)−1 and v= x
j
1x
j
2 : : : x
j
n(j; k)−1 of s. Note that v is equal to ut
where t= xjn(i; j) : : : x
j
n(j; k)−1 ∈X+. The suPx u−1s of s has two X -factorizations begin-
ning with distinct words xin(i; j) 	= xjn(i; j). By Theorem 3.2, it follows that u−1s= Z . In
the same way, v−1s= Z . This leads to a contradiction with Proposition 3.5. Indeed,
u−1s= t · v−1s and then Z = t! with t ∈X+.
The second class G2 of graphs di8ers from G1 by the (rst condition.
Denition 4.3. The graph GX of a (nite code X belongs to the class G2 if and
only if
1. r(X )= c(X ),
2. any connected component of GX is cyclic,
3. GX has at most one connected component of size ¿2.
Theorem 4.4. Let X be a 0nite code with a graph GX belonging to the class G2. If
there exists a word s∈A! with l¿2 distinct X -factorizations; then
r(X )6 |X | − l+ 1:
The proof of this theorem is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5. Let r; l¿2 and G be a 0nite graph. Let F be the family of 0nite codes
X such that
1: r(X )= r;
2: there exists s∈A! with l X -factorizations;
3: GX is isomorphic to G.
Then there exists X in F such that r= |First(X )|.
Proof. Choose X in F with minimal Lg(X )=
∑
x∈X |x|. As there exists s∈A! with
l¿2 X -factorizations, X is not an !-code. It follows that X ⊆Y ∗ with Y the minimal
generating set of the !-free hull of X . Moreover, there exists X ′ such that
X = Y ◦’ X ′; (1)
AlphY (X ) = FirstY (X ) = Y: (2)
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Let us show that X ′ belongs to F. The set X ′ is a (nite code (otherwise X is not a
(nite code by (1)). If y FX ′ y′ then clearly ’(y) FX ’(y′). Conversely suppose that
y FX y′. As Y∞ is a free binoid, it follows that ’−1(y) FX ′ ’−1(y′). Thus GX ′ , GX
and G are isomorphic graphs. Moreover the word s′=’−1(s) has l X ′-factorizations.
It remains to prove that r(X ′)= r. Let Y ′ be the minimal generating set of the !-free
hull of X ′. As for X , we get X ′=Y ′ ◦X ′′ for some code X ′′. Now with (1)
X = (Y ◦ Y ′) ◦ X ′′: (3)
We have Y ◦Y ′⊆Y ∗ and then (Y ◦Y ′)∞⊆Y∞. On the other hand, X ⊆ (Y ◦Y ′)∗ by
(3). As Y ◦Y ′ is an !-code (by composition of !-codes) and Y∞ is the !-free hull
of X , we get Y∞⊆ (Y ◦Y ′)∞. Therefore Y∞=(Y ◦Y ′)∞ and Y =Y ◦Y ′. This shows
that |Y |= |Y ′| and r(X )= r(X ′)= r.
Now Lg(X ′)6Lg(X ) by (1). As X ′ belongs to F, by de(nition of X , it follows
that Lg(X ′)=Lg(X ). Hence by (1) and (2), Y =First(X ) and r(X )= |First(X )|.
Proof of Theorem 4.4. Let X be a code satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem.
Thanks to the previous lemma, we can suppose that r(X )= |First(X )|. As r(X ) is
also equal to c(X ), it follows that the (rst condition of De(nition 4.1 holds. Hence
GX ∈G1 and then r(X )6|X | − l+ 1 by Theorem 4.2.
We now concentrate on the particular case of a word s∈A! with 3 or 4 X -
factorizations.
Corollary 4.6. Let X be a 0nite code and s be an in0nite word with 3 X -
factorizations. Then
r(X )6 |X | − 2:
Proof. Since X is not an !-code, r(X )6c(X )6|X | − 1. Suppose that r(X )= |X | − 1.
Then GX belongs to G2. Theorem 4.4 states that r(X )6|X | − 2, a contradiction.
Let us study (nite codes X such that there exists an in(nite word s with
4 X -factorizations. By Corollary 4.6, r(X )6|X | − 2. Assume that r(X )= |X | − 2. If
GX ∈G2, we get a contradiction with Theorem 4.4. So in this case, necessarily r(X )6
|X | − 3. Otherwise the remaining possible shapes for GX are
1. one connected component of size ¿2 which contains 3 elements x; y; z such that
x FX y and y FX z but not x FX z,
2. two connected components of size ¿2 both of which contain exactly 2 elements,
3. one connected component of size ¿2 which contains 2 elements.
In the (rst two cases, r(X )= c(X ) and in the last case, r(X )¡c(X ). In each of these
situations, the next examples show a rank equal to |X | − 2.
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Example 2.3 (continued). The word s= a(abcd)! has four X -factorizations over the
code X = {a; aabcd; ab; bc; (cdab)2; (dabc)2} with rank r(X )= 4 (see Fig. 9).
Example 4.7. The code X = {x; a; xabcd; ab; bc; (cdab)2; (dabc)2} is close to the pre-
vious one. The in(nite word s= x(abcd)! has four X -factorizations. The rank r(X )
is equal to 5 since the minimal generating set of the !-free hull of X is the set
{x; a; b; c; d}. The connected components of GX are {x; xabcd}; {a; ab}; {bc}; {(cdab)2}
and {(dabc)2}.
Example 2.4 (continued). The word baba(bcba)! has four X -factorizations over the
code X = {ba; bab; (bcba)2; (cbab)2; abc}. The rank r(X ) equals 3 and the number c(X )
of connected components equals 4.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied the following problem.
Problem 5.1. Let X be a 0nite set and s be an in0nite word. What are the conditions
to impose to X such that; if s possesses l distinct X -factorizations; then the rank r(X )
is at most |X | − l+ 1 ?
A similar question is already asked in [7] in the context of bi-in(nite words. We
have solved Problem 5:1 for sets X which are codes and whose graph GX belongs to
G1 or G2. The rank that we use is related to X -factorizations over in(nite words.
Actually there does not exist just one rank, but several ranks (see [2]). The two
results about cumulative defect mentioned in the introduction [4, 7] use a di8erent
notion of rank. Indeed the (rst result is concerned with right-in(nite and left-in(nite
words while the second is concerned with bi-in(nite words.
Note that these two results tackle the problem of cumulative defect with l=3 distinct
X -factorizations. Our result seems to be the (rst one to apply to a number l¿3 of
X -factorizations.
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